
Villa Sunset  

Villa Sunset is situated to the top of a hill just close to the town of Reggello, famous for its olive oil, and 
it is surrounded by a beautiful garden and extremely well kept garden with a wide swimming pool. The 
villa has a wonderful view over the Tuscan countryside, in particular Valdarno and the Chianti hills: an 
truly artistic picture! 
It offers an exceptional comfort due to the brand new and most efficient systems. A pleasant covered 
loggia is situated in the garden, where you will find the BBQ and a dining area. We highly suggest to rent 
a car to explore the beautiful countryside all around the villa: from the Apennines mountains, to the 
Chianti area (just 30 Km away) and the gorgeous Florence as well (40 Km). 

DETAILS 
Location: Cappello – Reggello – Italy 
Bedrooms: 5 
Single beds: 5 
Double beds: 3 
Bathrooms: 5 
Sleeps: 11 

MAIN DISTANCES 
Florence 40 Km, Arezzo 68 Km, Siena 72 Km, Vallombrosa 14 Km,  
Leccio (shopping centers) 10 Km, Rome 260 Km. 
PARKING 
The villa has 4 external parking places (2 covered) and an  
electric gate. 

SERVICES INCLUDED 
Initial cleaning 
Taxes 
Internet 



POLICIES 
Check in: 16:00-19:00 
Check out: 09:00-10:00 

FACILITIES 
Parking 
Microwave 
Internet 
Dishwasher 
Telephone 
Satellite TV 
House linens (sheets & towels) 
No Elevator 
Toaster 
Washing machine 
Swimming Pool 
Television 
Ironing Set 

MORE FACILITIES 
Mosquito screens in all rooms 
Internet Wi-Fi 
Washing machine 
Air conditioning (ONLY available in the master bedroom) 
Dishwasher 
Dryer 
6 fans 
Towels and dishes 
Fireplaces 
Microwave 
Satellite TV 
Private garden 
Night lighted garden 
Barbecue 
4 parking places (2 covered) 
Electric gate 
Private swimming pool 
Pool and garden maintenance 
Sunbeds 
Cots and baby beds 

ACCOMODATION 
Villa Sunset has five bedrooms and five bathrooms, it can accommodate 11 guests as an extra bed for a 
child can be set up next to the master bedroom. 
On the ground floor you will find a the large living room with fireplace and dining area, the large and fully 
equipped kitchen, a bathroom with shower and a useful laundry area with washing machine, dryer and 
other useful amenities (eg. vacuum cleaner). On the first floor is one bedroom with double bed and en 
suite bathroom, one bedroom with double bed, one twin bedroom and a bathroom with shower. The 
small tower on the higher floor is composed by the master bedroom with walk in closet, air conditioning 
and bathroom en suite (shower and bathtub). 
The whole villa has been recently restructured, maintaining the old and original stony structure but on 
the other hand decorating the internal and external sides with modern amenities such as flat tvs, Wi-fi 
internet connection, mosquito nets all over the house and so on… 
The dependence has been recently renovated and can accommodate 2 additional guests in a twin 
bedroom with its own bathroom. 
Villa Sunset is set on a magnificent place: the name “sunset” means a lot, and you will have the 
possibility to be enchanted by the 360° view the house offers…But their strong points are many others: 
the absolute privacy and silence, the cool weather during hot Tuscan summer and of course a mixture of 



modern and luxury comforts and the atmosphere of an ancient structure, whose existence is provided 
by documentary evidence. 
We would like to inform guests with pet allergies that neighbouring properties have some domestic cats 
that may get closer to the villa. 
Check-in is from 11 am to 7pm. Please note that the guests are required to inform of the exact time of 
the arrival and that the check-in out of the period of time iindicated will have an extra cost. 
Air conditioning is ONLY available in the master bedroom.  

CONDITIONS AND PRICES 
This property can only be booked from Saturday to Saturday. 
Included in the price: Water up to 10 mc per week, electricity up to 110 Kw per week; gas; internet 
connection; villa maintenance expenses;towels and sheets provided.  
Excluded from the price: Final cleaning (€150,00); telephone; heating; electricity over 110 KW per week; 
water over 10 mc per week; city tax (these imports are subject to change, they usually go from €1 to €2 
per person per night and they will be collected on site). Extra time check in : 
– EVENING from 7 pm to 9 pm 50€/h+20€/h every following hour. 
– LATE EVENING from 9pm – midnight 70 € / h + 40 €/h every next hour. 
– NIGHT from midnight to 5 am 90€/h+40€/h every next hour. 
– EARLY MORNING from 5 am to 8 am 50 € / h + 30 €/h every next hour. 
Security Deposit: Customers are required to pay € 2,500.00 security deposit by bank transfer before 
arrival, which will be returned at the end of the stay deducted from eventual damages.  
This apartment for rent is not a hotel, agritourism, B&B or similar, and therefore by law, extra services 
similar to those you may find in these types of accommodations, such as a reception, concierge or 
security, receiving mail, provision of mealsand drinks, cleaning and change of linen during your stay, and 
amenity kits with soaps etc. are strictly prohibited. 
APE energy certification level: G 132.5 kWh/m2 per year. 

AREA 

The Valdarno area is absolutely strategic: Florence, Arezzo, Siena all within a range of 75 Km. Even the 
seaside (Tirrenian or Adriatic sea) is quite easy to reach through the A1 highway. The property faces the 
Apennines mountains, whose peak is called “Monte Pratomagno” (“The wide field mountain”). The 
mountain landscapes are completely different from the ones in the Alps (northern Italy): here slopes are 
gentle, trekking and running can be easily practiced. The weather is usually quite mild as well, not too 
cold in winter, neither too hot in summer. 
The area of Reggello (the closest town to the villa) is really rich in history, monuments and tradition: 
“Vallombrosa” is a Benedictine abbey in the comune of Reggello about 12 km away from the villa, 
surrounded by forests of beech and firs. It was founded by Giovanni Gualberto, a Florentine noble, and 
in 1038 and became the mother house of the Vallumbrosan Order.  
In case you are interested in shopping, “The Mall” and many other luxury brands shops are in Leccio, a 
small town less than 10 Km away from Villa Sunset. Special buses will also take customers from the 
shopping center to Florence and vice versa.  





 



 



 



 



 
 



 



 



 



 



 




